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NDE Horror Stories
Abstract
The title, of course, of my talk is "NDE Horror Stories," and I don't want you all to take the title of "NDE
Horror Stories" too literally because I don't really plan to shock anyone. I don't plan sensationalistic ramblings
and this kind of thing, and I don't mean it to be a negativistic type of talk. What I propose to do is to cover
some of our recent less-than-satisfying experiences in the real world of NDE applications from the point of
view of the Air Force Systems Support Division at the Materials Lab. I realized that the work that is going to
be done here at the NDE Science Center is not really similar to what I am going to talk about. It is a more
sophisticated and exotic type work than the kind of work we do in the everyday, mundane world at the
laboratory where we have to do jobs for everybody and anybody. I think it is appropriate to discuss what I plan
to discuss to provide some perspective on the situation.
Disciplines
Materials Science and Engineering | Structures and Materials
This 2. introductory session is available at Iowa State University Digital Repository: http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/
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NDE HORROR STORIES 
Lee R. Gulley, Jr. 
Air Force Materials Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 
The title, of course, of my talk is 11 NDE Horror Stories, 11 and I 
don't want you all to take the title of 11 NDE Horror Stories 11 too literally 
because I don't really plan to shock anyone. I don't plan sensationalistic 
ramblings and this kind of thing, and I don't mean it to be a negativistic 
type of talk. What I propose to do is to cover some of our recent less-than-
satisfying experiences in the real world of NDE applications from the point 
of view of the Air Force Systems Support Division at the Materials Lab. I 
realized that the work that is going to be done here at the NDE Science Center 
is not really similar to what I am going to talk about. It is a more 
sophisticated and exotic type work than the kind of work we do in the everyday, 
mundane world at the laboratory where we have to do jobs for everybody and 
anybody. I think it is appropriate to discuss what I plan to discuss to 
provide some perspective on the situation. 
As you may or may not know, I work in the branch of the Materials 
Laboratory which is concerned mainly with using off-the-shelf methods to solve 
real time NDE problems. So, I would like to talk about what I know best. 
Figure 1 shows an example of some of our problems. Take for example, 
the problem of what to do with cycle limited turbine engine discs. Right 
·now in the Air Force we retire a lot of discs, whether they need it or not, and 
the reason why is we really can't tell if they are fatigue-cracked or not. 
If they have undergone too much fatigue, then we just throw them away. We 
can't find anything wrong with them, but we throw them away. This is a very 
expensive and wasteful process, and many of these parts just don't show any 
visible damage. Our current NDE usually doesn't detect anything. We use 
penetrants but they lack the sensitivity to find anything in a lot of these 
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discs. We use eddy current, but you have problems with sensitivity there 
and also your field direction is usually in the wrong sense in that a lot 
of your cracks are running circumferentially around the outside of the disc 
there and they really aren•t too adaptable to eddy current because you would 
like to get a field which cuts across the crack in the direction that you 
are moving your probe. Ultrasonics also is lacking quite a bit in sensitivity. 
We also looked at the KET process~ which uses krypton gas. With this process 
you take the gas and allow it to penetrate into any surface discontinuities. 
Then you take film and expose the film on the surface of the part, When the 
film is subsequently developed, any cracked areas of the part will, theo-
retically, show up as bright linear indications. 
Well, the sensitivity of this technique~ better than penetrant, 
but you seem to pick up a lot of scratches and nicks as well as cracks, 
and you can•t tell the cracks from the scratches. The Krypton 85 gas had 
a lot of problems, e,g., it tends to leak from the crack before one is able 
to get the film on, and the company in Columbus, whom we worked with, said 
they could make the method work but, unfortunately, they recently disbanded 
their group. We are still looking fo~ a solution to this type of problem, 
and perhaps the NDE Center here might one day explore this problem. 
As ultrasonics is an important part of the NDE Center•s work, let•s 
talk a little bit about ultrasonic reference standards (Fig. 2). Why do we 
use reference standards? Number one, we use them to establish inspection 
procedures. In other words, we can set the instrument to find the flaw in 
the reference standard, and then from that we can determine defects or flaws 
in the part. We use the reference standards to determine sensitivity levels 
of inspections. An inspection is either too .sensitive or not sensitive enough. 
We can know that from the reference standards. Also, we use our reference 
standards to check our equipment out. Is it working? We also use them to 
permit repeatability of inspection. This is one of the most important things. 
If you can•t repeat an inspection, it is not worth doing it. You don•t have 
a good inspection. You have got to have an inspection that you can repeat time 
after time after time. 
had a 
Reference standards are one of our problems. 
large, what you might call, ad hoc growth of 
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Fig. 2 Most commonly used ultrasonic 8 
test standards 
they are just sort of proliferating all over the map. There is no rhyme or 
reason and no organized production of reference standards. Also, our fracture 
mechanics people are making demands on the community of NDE and saying that 
they want to know what the size and shape of the flaw is as well as whether 
there is one there or not. We don't really have any good stat,dards that 
tell us that, particularly in ultrasonics. 
The problem of attenuation differences in ultrasonic standards due to 
grain scattering, dislocations, what have you, is a big problem. There is 
a variation from heat to heat in the standards that causes this. 
There was a recent program done with some titanium ultrasonic standards, 
sort of a round-robin type thing that found that there was about a 300 percent 
difference in ultrasonic response from the same size holes in different 
blocks. You can see this would translate into a lot of rejections of 
titanium material that might not be necessary. 
Right now there is also no national center for ultrasonic or other 
standards. Hopefully, we can take care of this problem because we are working 
now with the National Bureau of Standards to attempt to make them the center 
for standards. They are interested, and they are putting up some of their 
own money, while the Air Force, Army, Navy, and NASA have also contributed 
funds to develop improved ultrasonic reference standards and hopefully, standards 
for all the other NDE areas. We hope, at the NBS, to be able to either 
produce salable, reproducible standards or perhaps a gold-plated set of 
standards that we might have to keep in Washington, which would be the 
standard to which all others could be referenced. 
Talking about standards, how about the problem of penetrant performance 
standards? I realize penetrants are a seemingly mundane subject, but I 
thought we might mention them anyway because penetrants are a big, expense 
item in the aerospace industry, as well as all the other industries, and there 
seems to be no real good penetrant performance standards coming out of the 
technology. We don't have a good one. We still don't know what is a good 
performance standard. We tried a lot of different things like, for example, 
cracked chrome plates (Fig. 3). We detect cracks in these plates of about 
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140 microinches in depth and 50 to 200 microinches in width, but still we 
seem to see a lot of problems with repeatability, We don't always get 
certain high sensitivity penetrants to do better than low sensitivity pene-
trants, even supposedly with the differentiating type of standards, Chrome 
is also not a typical surface for most penetrants to be placed on. So, it 
is not really a good representative standard for all applications. 
We looked at other standards, of course, in the past. There were 
your quench crack standards which is just an aluminum block made of 2024T3 
aluminum taken up to 525 degrees Centigrade and dipped in cold water (Fig. 4). 
These blocks worked pretty well except they can•t be reused too often. They 
can only be used one or two times, a~d then you have to throw them away. 
Also, the cracks seem to vary quite widely in width, and this makes it quite 
difficult to determine what you really have. It is good for a gross check 
on your penetrants, but as far as a good sound check for, say, a high 
sensitivity penetrant, they don•t work out too well. 
An example of one of the many types of standards we•ve looked at 
at the laboratory was one recently sent us by a worker at an Air Force base 
(Fi[. 5). The standard that he developed is composed of bonded aluminum shim 
stock. The shim stock specimen is composed of wafer thin aluminum sheets 
adhesively bonded together. At first glance, the shim stock seemed to offer 
some potential as a new type of penetrant sensitivity standard. It turned 
out, however, this standard had a lot of problems, also. It seemed to flake 
·apart. It was only useful maybe one or two times, It was very hard to clean, 
and so we carry on still looking for that ideal reference standard. 
Another problem we have with the penetrants is that we are currently 
using a proprietary penetrant as a reference standard. In other words, we 
use a particular manufacturer•s penetrant as a standard for everybody else. 
We would like to get ·away from this as the government shouldn•t show 
favoritism to any particular organization. We would like to measure penetrant 
properties to rate their performance, but what do you measure? For example, 
there is no currently accepted fluorescent color or brightness standard for 
penetrants. NBS does have standard phosphors that might be used and they 
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haven•t yet, so there is a lot of this area that needs to be set in 
concrete that isn•t. It is just kind of floating around right now. 
Programs performed at the Science Center here won•t address these 
types of problems, but maybe they will be worthy of future study and we can 
do something about them. 
This is a photograph of an F4C (Fig. 6). It is an aircraft that has 
had a lot of problems despite its rugged reputation. I just thought I would 
talk a little bit about another horror story concerning a disc failure we 
recently had on this airplane that NDE should have prevented. 
The failure took place on a German made J-79 engine from a German F4, 
and I have a slide here showing the failure (Fig. 7). There was a small flaw 
in the disc. It came apart right about there due to an inclusion. I don•t 
recall the chemical makeup of the inclusion. NDE should have caught the flaw, 
but didn•t. This concerned us because even though this is a J-79 engine which 
was in a German aircraft, the Germans used the identical NDE techniques that 
we used. This concerned us because we have a lot of F4•s flying around, so 
we went to the u. s. engine manufacturer•s plant to see whether or not we 
might be running into the same problem. 
The procedure for the manufacturer is to forge the discs, then rough-
machine them. They are then cleaned up and a penetrant is applied. Ultrasonic 
inspection is then performed. They don•t use an etch on the disc which is 
kind of a controversial matter particularly for the people interested in doing 
the penetrant testing. The ultrasonic testing that is done, is done with an 
automated system, without C~scanning or permanent record of what is seen in the 
disc. It is left up· to the operator to watch a scope as the disc rotates 
underneath the transducers. 
Well, we weren•t really happy about this because it would be very 
easy for the operator to lose interest or somebody might walk by and start 
talking to the operator and cause a flaw to be missed. We were concerned about 
this but we were told helical C-scanners will be installed soon. Possibly, 
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the missed flaw is an example of a horror story which could have been avoided 
had there been better means of recording and display equipment. Had the 
man been removed from the loop, the flaw might have been caught. 
This is just another look at that flaw (Fig. 8) there, a pretty good 
size flaw. The manufacturer did do a radial scan into the disc prior to 
final machining, and apparently the flaw was still missed. 
NDE even gets into the railroad business (Figs. 9, 10, 11). This is 
a pretty sophisticated railroad, however. This is a shot of the Holloman 
test track out at Alamogordo, New Mexico. We recently had some problems out 
there. They built a 15,000-foot extension on the track. Each weld was 
inspected with ultrasonics and mag particle, and yet when the temperature rose, 
they were getting a lot of failures in the track. It was just popping apart. 
I might explain, this track is put together by pressure-butt welding. What 
they do is they take the track end faces and they heat the faces to a high 
temperature and press them together, giving an upset of about three-quarters 
of an inch. They grind that off, and you have a welded, smooth piece of 
track section where there once were just a couple of ends. In any event, these 
rail ends were popping and they had 25 failures even though ultrasonic shear wave 
and many particle inspections had been done on the welded areas. 
We investigated this and were asked to come up with some sort of a reason 
why and look into it. We found out that this was another one of those good 
old horror stories where you take an inexperienced man with sort of inadequate 
techniques and put him on the job and you really can•t do anything. It turned 
outthat the man doing the inspection was the son of the contractor. He had 
never had any NDE experience before this, He was just a young fellow, real 
nice fellow. I talked to him. He admitted he didn•t have any experience 
except that a representative from one of the ultrasonic instrument manu-
facturers came down and gave him an instrument, showed him how to use it, 
gave him some reference standards (flat-bottom hole standards). However, 
he was really looking for lack of bond. He worked out a technique and, sure 
enough, they weren•t able to see a lot of these areas here which were actually 
never even bonded. As you can see, the face really never made any kind of metal-
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lurgical bond, yet this gross defect wasn•t picked up with either the 
ultrasonic or the mag particle inspections. The mag particle was done with 
a Parker probe, contacting the part at its folded elbow joint. 
We perhaps could do a better job on something like this with better 
transducers, you know, something along the line that would make the job easier 
and help the man doing the job, maybe just a better understanding of ultra~ 
sonics would have done a better job here. Perhaps one of the most critical 
questions here was how tight does the closure have to be on the crack before 
you see it or before you miss it? I don•t think this has been addressed 
enough to really know whether or not we had adequate inspection on these 
rails. Meanwhile, the Holloman people have been working with McClellan Air 
Force Base (or so we heard last) to take care of the problem. Hopefully, 
we will get that track ready to run sooner or later. 
This is a slide (Fig. 12) showing some powder metallurgy billets. 
Here•s an example of where NDE can hope to reduce the horror of high cost by 
improved ins~ection methods. We,at the AFML, are looking at this problem 
right now. The usual process for making turbine discs, of course, is to take 
a billet, do the forging, do a lot of machining, and come up with the final 
part. Well, if you could use powder metallurgy, you could reduce a lot of 
the cost by going directly from the billet to the final shape or the near 
final shape. The roadblock in this situation is a question of whether or 
not you can inspect satisfactorily to find all possible flaws. If you can 
inspect, then you are going to have a real good way of producing billets 
and it is going to be cheaper. If you can•t, then you have to stick with 
the old process. 
Well, we did some ultrasonic work at the Materials Lab on these billets 
and also on a rough shape disc (Fig. 13) which was sent to us by Pratt and 
Whitney. This is, by the way, IN-100 material. Our opinion was that powder 
metallurgy IN-100, as compared to the IN-100 forged in the usual process, 
was just beavtiful because the grain size was very uniform. It was a beautiful 
ultrasonic material to inspect. The problem is to decide whether or not you 
feel that all possible detrimental flaws can be detected. In other words, the 
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ultrasonics is going to run into problems when you get this into a final 
shape. We are looking at that right now, and hopefully, we can use ultra-
.sonics in this application and save a lot of money. 
We like those turbine discs. This is a J-85 that kind of went that 
way (Fig. 14}. This is a failed disc, Some T-38 aircraft accidents resulted 
from failure of these discs and originally, the problem was that the fillet 
area was too sharp in radius and these things were fatiguing off before they 
wanted them to (Fig. 15). So, the solution originally was to take and cut 
out a section in the fillet to make it more generous. Originally, there was 
just a straight fillet, and what they did was gouge out a larger section. 
This change was based on the designer•s opinion that this was going to solve all· 
the problems and reduce fatigue cracking. 
Well, as it turned out, it didn•t. It was a big mistake and they had 
a number of other failures, some of which resulted in accidents. Again, the 
cause was fatigue. 
We were asked to look at it and we looked at eddy current. Again, 
there was a problem of sensitivity. We could find the big cracks but we 
couldn•t find the little ones. The ones they were really looking for were 
one or two mills long (if you can say that is a crack). We also looked at 
radiography and ultrasonics which were, of course, too insensitive $0 there is 
still really no NDE solution to this problem. The solution that they have 
come up with is a solution that takes care of it right now. That is, they 
decided to go back and make new discs which have a very generous fillet. There 
is a real need demonstrated here for a high sensitivity crack detection method 
which we don•t have today and, as may be quite evident, a lot of our problems 
are turbine disc problems. We need some high sensitivity, geometry inqependent 
m·ethods to determine disc integrity, but we don•t have them yet. 
This is a large compressor located in Tullahoma, Tennessee (Fig. 16), 
which is used for testing various aerodynamic shapes. They had quite a failure 
on this equipment. They had one blade fail, the number 43 blade, which wiped 
out all 238 compressor and 232 stator blades. You get an idea, by the way, 
of the size of this. There is a man standing right over here. This is where 
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it failed and I will show you a picture here of what happened 
(Fig. 17}, The failure occurred right in here and then con$equently 
wiped out all the rest of these blades, This is a very heavy steel seetion. 
Tullahoma said that they couldn't really do an adequate job of NDI in this 
area because it was inaccessible, There was slow crack growth. They 
determined that. They determined that had we been able to do NDI on this 
thing, it probably wouldn't have happened, So, we made some recomm~ndations. 
We recommended that they inspect all the holes for cracks now that they 
had all the blades out. If there were no cracks, then they ought to ~hot 
peen and increase the hole edge radius, and if there were cr~~ks, the~ they 
might have to oversize the holes and then they would have to d~termine 
the limit as to how far they could go. 
In any event, thjs is just an example of the type pf thing that 
you run into. Had NDE been there and been able to detect slow~growin~ 
fatigue cracks which usually you can, even with dye penetrant you can do 
that, then you would have saved the large expense of putting all ~hese blade~ 
back in. 
Here is an NDE horror story (Fig. 18). How do you find cracks in 
the lower wing section of a KC-135 and be sure you haven't missed any? Do 
we have NDE technology to do it today? Do we use holography? No! Do we use 
ultrasonics? No! Do we U?e eddy current? No! Do we 4se exo-electron 
emission? No! We would like to, but what we do, we rely on the good old 
eyeball and dye penetrant. We had a problem to inspect 25,000 holes around 
Christmas of 1972. This is a big horror story to us because we haq to do the 
work, couldn't hire anybody, technicians or anybody like that, and it had 
to be completed within four to five weeks, and if you don't think that y.~as 
a horror story, all you have to do is look at some of our eyeballs to prove 
it. We had to look in every hole. 
This is an example of one of our sergeants{Fig. 19) doing a penetrant 
inspection, dipping a part in the tank. We did penetrant and visual inspection, 
and here's an example of one of our people doing the visual inspection of 
each and every hole with a 20-X microscope {Fig. ~0). 
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Maybe the NDE Science Center might be able to come up with a way 
to better determine the integrity of wing skins without so much tedious 
work. 
Here is a horror story because of the time and money wasted in the 
beginning and because we really didn't fully understand the problem, until 
the end, 
This is an F-111 landing gear composed of about 27 different pins 
which go in to hold the gear together, among other things (Fig. 21). The 
original problem was that there were many failures occurring in the gear 
which caused the F-111 SPO (System Program Office) to panic and· they went 
out and spent approximately $4 million on a hunt to get rid of all 
defective landing gear pins that were breaking and causing aircraft to be 
down, causing numerous surprises to pilots. The pilot would go taxiing 
along the runway, and all of a sudden his landing gear would go and it would 
cause as much as $500,000 worth of damage to the underside of the airplane. 
So, they spent $4 million, took all the pins, stripped them, magnetic-particle 
inspected them, reground them, replated them, and thought they had taken care 
of the problem. 
Well, it came back again. We had about seven different failures 
thereafter, mostly on taxi (Fig. 22). We had one that was finally the straw 
that broke the camel •s back when ~n F-111 was taking off at Takhli, Thailand. 
He got most of the way down to the end of the runway and then his gear broke 
down on him. The two pilots jumped out and ran like hell, and the airplane 
blew up. So, that was about $15 million down the drain. Then they 
decided maybe they ought to call us at the Materials Lab to see whether or not 
we could do anything about it. We went to work at Wright-Patterson and looked 
at a lot of different candidate methods. You always have to start out with 
a large field and work down to the right one. We first looked at mag particle, 
which was the old method that was used to detect the problem. I might point 
out the problem was untempered martensite, a brittleness in the substructure 
of the material caused by grinding. Originally, the problem was thought to be 
caused only by grinding prior to plating, but they later found out that they 
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were causing untempered martensite in the substrate by grinding after 
chromeplating. The grinding heat passed through the chrome and caused 
. base metal damage. 
We looked at mag particle. We looked at seven other methods besides 
that (Fig. 23). We looked at liquid crystals. Sid Allinikov, who knows 
a lot about liquid crystals tried to make them work but we found out the 
indications given off were too gross to be useful. We tried the thermo-
electric probe just as a wild guess, and it didn't work. We tried tangential 
ultrasonics, which is an idea where you take the pin and set it in an immersion 
tank, aim the ultrasonic beam tangential to the surface, and try to look for flaws, 
that didn't work 6ut too well either. We tried eddy current, and it did 
seem to show some promise because we had some intentionally flawed pins 
which were sent .in to us by the manufacturer, and they were supposedly 
representative of field type pins with field type burns. It turned out they 
weren't, but I will go into that later. We also looked at mag particle, 
dye penetrant, and also a technique that was serendipitously discovered by 
Grumman. An electrochemical reverse etch, it was simply a technique where 
you strip off about two ten-thousandths of an inch of chrome off the outside 
diameter of the pin. Once you do that, if you take the pin and look at it 
under a white light in a darkened booth, you can see little rings or bands 
which give a history of the grinding of the· pin. This seemed like a real neat 
little technique, so we narrowed it down to mag particle, dye penetrant, 
electrochemical reverse etch, and eddy current. 
This is an example of our eddy current work back at the laboratory 
(Fig. 24). Although at first on one of the intentionally flawed pins, we 
were able to easily find the burned area right through the chrome (no problem 
with the eddy current), when we tried the eddy current method on actual pins, 
we found it didn't work too well. 
We evaluated the electrochemical reverse etch and it seemed to work 
well on the pins that we pulled right off of an airplane (Fig. 25). Then we 
decided just for the heck of it, we would try to run penetrant after the 
reverse etch to see whether or not that would enhance the indications on the 
pins, and sure· enough, it did (Fig. 26). So, we combined the two techniques 
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and came up with an inspection that worked out pretty well, 
This is an example of one of the pins (Fig. 27). You can see the 
,penetrant on it after we have etched it, and you can see the spiral lines 
here which indicate a severe traverse of the grinding wheel. If you see 
a very strong spiral indication, you may very well have some bad material 
underneath, e.g., some cracking or some untempered or overtempered martinsite. 
If you have a heavy mud flat crack pattern, you may also have a damaged steel 
substrate. 
So, anyhow, this was just one of our horror stories. It has essen-
tially been a successful program and right now the Air Force is spending more 
money, unfortunately, having to take all these pins off aircraft and look at 
all of them again, but they do have the problem under control. It is a very 
good example of how eventually if you work very hard sometimes you can succeed. 
Here•s another horror story that sort of bugs us. It seems that NDE 
audits or evaluations are all the rage these days. After 30 or 40 years of 
NDE, We are just now trying to determine how well do we inspect. On a recent 
magnetic particle survey, we got a better idea of how well we inspect with 
this .method. We went to eleven different companies and we tried to hit a 
real spectrum of the aerospace industry all the way from the aircraft, airframe 
manufacturers, to landing gear manufacturers, engine manufacturers, private 
testing labs, what have you. We took twenty-four parts around (Fig. 28). These 
are not all of them. We had eleven different sources, so we had about two 
hundred sixty-four different data points. Our testing procedure was to send 
drawings out to each participant so that he wouldn•t be surprised when we 
showed up at his plant (Fig. 29). We would ask him to devise a procedure to 
test the parts and then the AFML representative would arrive. All parts would 
then be tested by the participants and their results would be recorded. We also, 
at that time, would interview the people and we had a select set of questions 
that we asked them. Then we would depart the scene and we would analyze the 
data. 
We used actual parts on the survey that had real flaws (Fig. 30). Their 
flaw sizes were about 20 mils up to one inch. Some of the parts were coated; 
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Fig. 30 
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some were not, Some were phosphate-coated; some were bare. Why real 
parts? (Fig. 31). Well, for one, they were readily available. For another, 
their geometry and surface condition was a very important factor in that in 
ultrasonic testing, for example, or dye penetrant testing, geometry is not 
important, but in mag particle, geometry is very important because of your 
field direction and surface condition. Also, because you have a problem with 
background (background fluorescense), we wanted to use real parts. There 
was also little existing information on what happens when you use real parts 
in this type of survey as opposed to when you take artificially-flawed parts. 
So, we chose real parts. We also sent around metallurgical analyses to the 
various participants because a lot of them said, 11 We must have a metallurgical 
analysis, or we cannot do an adequate testing job." These are the various 
alloys that we had as represented in our parts (Fig. 32). We had the 
metallurgical analysis section at the Materials Lab analyze every one of 
them to see what we had. 
Well, I won't go into the qualitative results because we don't have 
enough time, but the quantitative results showed, that of the eleven parti-
cipants, the results fell into about three areas (Fig. 33). I don't know 
whether that is a fault of our survey or the person who performed the test 
or what, but we had one participant way down here at 19 percent, which is 
his score. He found 19 percent out of a hundred percent. We had a lot of 
people kind of bunched in here in the middle, and we had one company up here 
which did extremely well. They probably did so well because they had put a 
lot of effort into mag particle inspection and they have a lot of people who, 
some of them, have master's degrees, are working on mag particle. You can see 
it pays to study hard. 
We also came up with a lot of statistical data. One of them was the 
uncertainty range (Fig. 34). What we did was we took the data on the 
amperage readings used for the various parts, and this gives an idea of how 
uncertain an operator is as to how he is going to inspect the part. If he says, 
"I am going to inspect with an amperage of 4,000 amps, 11 and another operator 
says, 11 1 am going to inspect with an amperage of 200 amps on the same part, 11 
then you know they are apparently quite uncertain about how to exactly 
inspect the part. 
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TOTAL UNCERTAINTY RANGE 
MOST UNCERTAIN 
eSIMPLE 12" RING 
LEAST UNCERTAIN 
eTHIN SHEET METAL PLATE 
Fig. 34 
We looked at some of this data, and as an example, we found the most 
uncertain type of part was a ring specimen, In fact, two out of three of 
the most uncertain types were the ring type, cylinder type part, and the 
least certain were thin sheet-metal plates. In other words, the operator 
didn't have any problem at all figuring out what amperage to use, and it 
was pretty consistent that he would use a certain amperage on the sheet 
metal, but the amperages varied all over the map on the ring specimens. 
Here are slides showing some of the flaws we had in some of'the parts. 
Some were real tiny ones. That was, by the way, the ring specimen that 
caused the most problem (Figs. 35, 36, 37). 
We had a number of conclusions as a result of the survey (Fig. 38). 
The average detection score was 47 percent. This is a mean value. It is not 
the mode or the median or anything else. There are a few things that ought 
to be qualified about this, i.e., we asked the people to inspect based on 
what they would be looking for. We didn•t say, 11 Look for real super tiny flaws.n 
You have to remember that the participants, after all, are working in the 
aerospace industry which is usually quite concerned with even the smallest 
flaws, so I think that may not be a bad number. Also, we found, as mentioned, 
that the ring specimen did provide the greatest uncertainty. We found, also, 
that cleanliness in an inspection area does not necessarily mean an 
effective inspection. A lot of the dirtiest, crummiest looking places gave 
the best inspections. As I said before, we provided participants with a list 
of the alloy content for every part but practically nobody used it. In 
other words, it doesn•t really make any difference to the people what alloy 
your parts are. They don•t know what to do with the information once they 
have it. We also found that in general, you could say that the vari.able 
part geometry did imply lower reliability in inspection. In other words, 
the more it varied, the rougher it was to find the flaw. Flaw size was 
also looked at, and we found, or we seemed to find, that maybe it was somewhat 
of a subjective judgment, but flaw size is really not that important in 
mag particle inspection because you can see some pretty tiny flaws with 
mag particle. The problems run to the area of what is your background, 
what is the concentration of your particles, these kinds of things; your 
cleanliness; your surface finish. That really affects your inspection more 
than flaw size. 53 
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Fig. 35 Magnetic Particle 
Test Specimen 
Fig. 36 Magnetic Particle 
Test Specimen 
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Also, we found that mag particle inspection in most industries appears 
to be treated as being of very low importance. We often see the operator 
as just another employee. Yet, he is responsible for inspecting landing 
gear for ?47's and D~lO's and what have you. In many cases, he is the 
only person really inspecting that part and he is passing on that part for 
his company. 
A few of our recommendations were: 1) That we should increase our 
knowledge of what others are doing in this area (Fig. 39). There is 
not much MPI cross-fertilization today and this goes for a lot of other 
NOT techniques. 2) We need better methods also to determine the proper field 
strength. There were a lot of participants who didn't really know for sure 
if their field strengths were adequate, and we still don't have a real good 
method to determine field strength in a part, to determine whether or not 
we are really getting good magnetization in the part. 3) We don't really 
know what is the effect of alloy composition on a test. , Is it going to 
strengthen or weaken our field; is it going to give us a better inspection 
to know what our alloy is, or do we really need to know it? 
A Sacramento mag particle audit program was performed with these 
parts prior to ours, and they achieved the same or similar results that 
we did (Fig. 4~. We also have a program at the Materials ~ab with Boeing to 
look into the sensitivity limits of NDE methods in aluminum and steel. Some 
work has been done by General Dynamics and some work was done with the B-1 
and A-10 people, so we are doing a lot of work in the NDT/NDE Sensitivity 
Limits area. 
I think you know I could go on forever on horror stories, but I don't 
want to bore you with all that. I feel there is no doubt that there is much 
room for improvement in NDE as you can see, not just in ultrasonics, but yo~ 
name it, we need it. Despite its age, NDE is still a ground floor field of 
opportunity, and it is kind of a two-pronged opportunity. Number one, adding 
new knowledge and, number two, making sure that the old knowledge is properly 
used. The NDE Center here should probably assist in the former, and we will 
try to take care of the latter. 
Thank you. 
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DISCUSSION 
PROF. PAUL F. PACKMAN (Vanderbilt University): Lee, you showed one of 
these 2024T3 specimens and you made a comment that was very curious 
about the fact that, after a certain number of times, they can't be 
reused. 
MR. GULLEY: Yes. 
PROF. PACKMAN: Is this typical of all penetrants, those crack plate specimens, 
that after a certain length of time, they can't be used any more, 
or was there something unusual about them? 
MR. GULLEY: Well, we haven't really worked too much with the aluminum, but 
the chrome-crack standards we do reuse indefinitely and they are a 
little bit better than the aluminum. It depends on how you clean them, 
too. By the way, there appears to be a need for determining what is 
the best method of cleaning. We found that, against popular belief, 
you can get a better cleaning job by putting the plates in boiling 
water than if you put them in a vapor degreaser or something along that 
line. 
PROF. GORDON F. KINO (Stanford University): I found it very difficult to 
judge,for instance with the turbine blades, what are the sizes of 
faults you are really looking for; what are the sizes of the cracks, 
and what is the diameter of the powder that is used in the penetrants, 
and so on? What are the numbers we are trying to think ~f? Is 
it ridiculous to think of ultrasonics with these very small cracks? 
MR. GULLEY: Answering your last question, I think it is getting to be 
ridiculous in many cases, because people are looking for one to two 
mill long cracks, and you have to, take them in section-~ 
PROF. KINO: How deep and how wide, typically? 
MR. GULLEY: One or two mils deep and maybe, you know, ten or twenty mils long. 
I really have a lot of arguments with a lot of people that call the 
20-mil-long indications cracks because I can't even see that. That is 
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the size of half of a typed dash mark on a piece of paper, You are 
getting pretty small there. I am not really concerned, personally, 
I would like to look at something a little larger, but I have to 
quarrel with somebody that says a certain technique will find a 20-mil-
long crack. 
MR. DENNIS CORBLY (Air Force Materials Laboratory, WPAFB): Lee, I just wanted 
to point out that some of your concern about the actual flaw size for 
Gordon Kino's question, I think remains to be answered. We need to 
look at the design aspects. I don't think we have really defined 
conclusively that one to two mil depth flaws are the ones we have to 
find. I think a whole life limited design process leaves us in the 
dark. We haven't gotten the fracture mechanics analysis up yet and 
the stress analysis that tells us, "Yes, these are the critical ones." 
In some cases they may be, but in other cases, ultrasonics or other 
crude techniques that will get us the size flaws that Lee likes, they 
may be quite adequate. We just don't know. 
PROF. KINO: It doesn't matter a damn what he likes to look at. 
MR. J. R. BARTON (Southwest Research Institute): Are these cracks in general 
surface-entering cracks? 
MR. GULLEY: In the disks? 
MR. BARTON: I presume they are. 
MR. GULLEY: I would imagine, yes. We haven't had any reason to look for 
any other ones. We can hardly find the ones we are talking about. Yes. 
MR. A. SCHLEMMER (Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation): The smaller the 
crack, the closer the function comes to interfacial tensions or contact 
angle. After working with strain gauges over across the years, 
I have found there were cases where even a vapor after you had cleaned 
it would change the situation. I'm sure everybody has had the same 
situation that has worked with them. Maybe in the cleaning process 
for the small cracks, it is necessary to maintain the part in a vapor 
of some type. In other words, this might help to bring out these micro-
fine flaws. 
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MR. GULLEY:, This is an area that, like I say, there is not much work going 
on in the research and cleaning area. Research needs to be 
done for both mag .particle and penetrant, in particular. 
DR. WILLIAM WALKER (Air Force Office of Scientific Research): Lee, what 
is. the relationship between .the flaw size and what you are looking 
for in the.examples that you have given us here in the in-service 
kind of situation? Is your test setup duplicative of the 
environment in which the part finds ·itself rather than simply being 
on the bench where it is in an unloaded state? 
MR. GULLEY: You are talking about something along the lines of stressing 
the part to cause cracks. 
DR. WALKER: Stressing it. 
MR. GULLEY: I didn•t point out that with the J-85 disc, the one that 
a part 
had the section that had come off of it due to fatigue, we did do what 
you might call a test on that part in the laboratory. We took some 
Zl-22 penetrant and took the part, put it in a testing machine, loaded 
it, and we did 'get better. results by loading it on the circumference 
and actually bending it and opening up the crack in the circumference 
of the part, but we found that when we took and we went back and 
compared the results that we got with some Hi-Res (brand name) 
penetrant, we found the Hi-Res unloaded results to be just as good as 
the loaded ZL-22 results, so we didn•t pursue it any further. 
PROF. HARRY TIERSTEN (Rensseller Polytechnic Institute): What is the relevance 
of the surface flaws as compared to the internal flaws that don•t 
carry through to the surface? 
MR. GULLEY: I would like to leave that one to the fracture mechanics 
experts. 
MR. HAROLD BERGER (Institute for Materials Research, National Bureau of 
Standards): On the mag particle survey that you ran, who did the 
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original test to determine what was really in these parts to 
begin with? 
MR. GULLEY: Most of the parts were supplied by the Sacramento Air Material 
Area. They had a box full of parts which they had added to over the 
years. They found flaws in them, based on their own criteria. Well, 
they took a lot of them out and they ran test parts origin~lly through 
their own people to see how they worked out. Not only that, they 
ran also some artificially manufactured parts thru their own people ~n~ 
they found the reliability was worse on the real part~ than it was on 
the artificially manufactured parts. So, they ha~ ~one some charact~ri· 
zation of these parts. They investigated the faGt that there were 
actually flaws there. We looked at them as best we co1,1ld. We actually have 
not cut the parts open because we want to use the specimens again, b4t 
I think that I would be willing to bet beyond a shadow of a do~bt that 
those are real flaws. We can pick them up contin~ously, time and again. 
There were some parts in there that we mqnufactured by taking pieGeS 
of high-strength steel, inducing fatigue cracks and taking the specimens 
and cutting them into unusual shapes to simulate actua1 parts. It 
turned out that some people had a lot of trouble with the~e parts. We 
knew, in that particular case, that we did have a well-characterized 
fatigue crack as we have made fatigue cracks in the lab many times 
before. I think you can say pretty \'Jell wh~n you see the parts that 
there are real flaws within them. We could cut the parts up, but I 
don•t think it is really necessary. 
MR. BERGER: You did say, though, that even the Sacramento people had some 
trouble in reproducing the test results? 
MR. GULLEY: What I said was that the Sacramento people had scores that varied 
somewhat, similar to the ones that we had. They did score a hundred 
percent in most cases on their specimens. 
MR. BERGER: This variability was merely operators at Sacramento, or wh&t 
was it? 
MR. GULLEY: It was operators and techniques. 
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MR. ROBERT CRANE CAir Force Materials Laboratory, WPAFB): Lee, one of the 
things yqu pointed out .is that the quality of the test or qua.l ity of 
the test .results- depends mo.st .. ~trongly pn the. qu.a 1 ity of the people 
. • ' • • • . • l •. ''·. 
running t~e test .. ,Whil~ .we.might.no,t.want to address proced,ural 
matters at this-:kind.of.meeting, it.would be h~ndy if .we co.uld_know. 
" ' ·• 1 •' 
or get an ideg of ~he composite imag~ of the kind of people _who ended 
up doing. thetes~ing. -.I kind .. of hate to think of them as m.ental rejects 
from the:State Hospital, qut you didn•t paint a very pretty picture,, 
so it would be handy,to know what the end result would be, the peopJe 
you are aiming at. Can you give us some kind of composite picture 
you p~t t~gether aft~~ all your 'surveys? .,. 
. ~ ' . : ' 
MR. GULLEY:· As ... to tne people~.·wbat. their ~ackground was? 
MR.' CRANE:; 1General1y, what theit'capabilities are. 
;• ' ,1' . . r r , :> : ;• -~ • 
MR. GULi..E'v: .We 1 i , we found. among other thj ngs in our survey that the 
' ~ . . ~ . ' ·. ·,r.. . . ·. :_ ~- . ' . 
educatinnal level ~~ ~ot necessari1y a good indicator of_a go6~ inspector. 
I think ~o~e'tha~·an~~h~~g else: m~tivation and drive on th~ operator•s 
.. ' : '' \ ' . . •. ' .. . . . . ~· . 
part to learn his job and to know what he is doing is very important. 
We fo~nd though tha't a 1 ~t ~f t~e opera tors you see: who are ~ctu'a lly 
doing the work are people who hav~ trained up from, ·say, you know,' 
menia:l' 1jo.bs, ·and they wanted to work in NOT because it was a fad or 
the job was forced on them due to economic or political ·reasons. Many 
do· not have ft good background tD $tart with~ and this could really be 
. ';·:improved. There.area lot of problems. For exampl~, with the union.s, 
and I don•t want to get deep into that because this is a scientific 
meeting, but a lot of companies find they can 1t retest ·their personnel 
ir{ technique knowledge because the union wouldn•t allow it. So, there are 
operators who have been working for years· without ever being retested on 
their skills. So y6tJ'ruri 'into these.problems. These are bigger 
pro.blems than. the technica;l prol;l,lems. 
DR. GERALD ·GARDNER ·(southwest Research Institute): Actually, he has almost 
made the comment which I intended to make. I think it very important 
to.recoghize what Lee•s ~vidence, what.the data, showed. When the 
method was used by people who knew what they were doing, who understood 
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the technique and had a .strong interest in making it work, 
exceptionally high scores wer~ obtained. I think it was 94 or 
95 percent detection on one loop. It points to the fact that, 
at lea$t certainly in this particular technique, and I think it 
is shared by other techniques as well, that the variability in 
results varies with the motivation and level of training of people 
so much that we cannot, we cannot as rational people, discpunt thi~ 
variable and try to substitute a strictly technological solution to 
the problem that is so socio-economic in some r~spects. 
I mention I don't think it can be dismissed. The Surgeon G~neral 
of the United States a few years ago made an astute choice in not 
opting to build an artificial heart, recognizing that if the s4me 
funds were spent in simple education in ordinary heort ~ealth practices, 
that the number of 1 ives saved would vastly exceed the numbe.r that you 
could save by developing an artificial heart. I think we need to 
recognize, too, that we ought not to count out of the arena of 
discourse questions that relate to people skills, the optimization of 
techniques that they are employing and the other problem areas that 
you would not say are strictly technological. 
PROF. TIERSTEN: Why can't they just have two people do the same thing one 
after the other? 
MR. GULLEY: In fact, we had experience with one aircraft company who ha~ 
tried that and they did find the reliability increa~ed 20 or 30 percent. 
PROF. TIERSTEN: Why can't that be done? 
MR. GULLEY: It is something that people won't accept that if you have two 
inspectors that you will get better results. We know that they will do 
that, but it is just a matter of arguing the case. 
PROF. KINO: I don't think the analogy with the artificial heart is a goo~ one~ 
It seems to me this is a fundamentally boring job and you are just 
not going to find anybody really reliable. Either you use low-grade 
personnel who aren't interested or you use high-grade p~rsonnel who are 
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going to get even more bored. You have got to come up with a 
technological solution that recognizes faults. 
MR. GULLEY: Hopefully, this is what the Center here will help us do and 
work into this more, away from the man-type situation than what we 
have right now and get rid of the problems that we have with the 
boredom. You go to Walt Disney World and you see all the automation 
that goes on there, and then you realize that Disney was really smart 
.when he wen~ automated with half of the group there and he has no 
problem with people not showing up for work. 
i. 
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